NEWS
FORTBRAND SERVICES, INC., AND BEAM A/S ANNOUNCE THE SALE OF
ONE BEAM A9000 AIRPORT SERVICE VEHICLE AND ONE BEAM GLYCOL
RECOVERY VEHICLE TO TORONTO PEARSON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(YYZ)
Plainview, New York, November 8, 2017
Fortbrand Services, Inc., the exclusive North American distributor for Beam A/S, a Danish manufacturer
of specialized, high performance airport sweepers and glycol recovery vehicles, announces the sale of
one (1) Beam A9000 Airport Service Vehicle and (1) Beam Glycol Recovery Vehicle (GRV) to the Greater
Toronto Airports Authority for use at Toronto Pearson International Airport (YYZ). The purchase is part
of a multi-year contract, which allows for the purchase of additional Beam vehicles.
The Beam A9000 Airport Service Vehicle is a self-contained, one operator vehicle, capable of
performing a number of tasks, which are usually performed by several vehicles, typically required for
the proper maintenance of airfield facilities. The working components are mounted on a cab-over
chassis and are comprised of a heavy duty, heated stainless steel hopper and water and detergent
tanks. Primarily designed for runway rubber removal, the A9000 Airport Service Vehicle is also capable
of performing glycol recovery, apron sweeping and scrubbing, runway sweeping, street sweeping and
various liquid or debris pick-up through its full width suction nozzles and wander hose.
The Beam GRV is designed to be the most efficient glycol recovery vehicle on the market, via the use
of the most powerful vacuum system available today. In addition, the Beam GRV offers a larger
collection capacity than any other GRV on the market, providing the user with greater productivity and
is the only GRV available with a heated hopper.

Fortbrand Services is a niche business specializing in the sale, lease and rental of aircraft ground
support equipment throughout the aviation industry. The Company also acts as a distributor of unique
aviation and airfield maintenance equipment, including high-speed Vammas snow removal vehicles, the
Beam multi-task airport service vehicle and glycol recovery vehicle, the Bergkamp FP5 flameless
pothole patcher, the Prinoth SW4S all season snow removal and summer maintenance vehicle and the
Prinoth Husky and Bison snow groomers.

For additional information contact Fred DiBenedetto, Vice President of Business Development, or visit
our web site at www.fortbrand.com.

